Abstract. We construct new integral representations for transformations of the ordinary generating function for a sequence, fn , into the form of a generating function that enumerates the corresponding "square series" generating function for the sequence, q n 2 fn , at an initially fixed non-zero q ∈ C. The new results proved in the article are given by integral-based transformations of ordinary generating function series expanded in terms of the Stirling numbers of the second kind. We then employ known integral representations for the gamma and double factorial functions in the construction of these square series transformation integrals. The results proved in the article lead to new applications and integral representations for special function series, sequence generating functions, and other related applications. A summary Mathematica notebook providing derivations of key results and applications to specific series is provided online as a supplemental reference to readers.
Notation and Conventions
Most of the notational conventions within the article are consistent with those employed in the references [11, 15] . Additional notation for special parameterized classes of the square series expansions studied in the article is defined in Table 1 on page 4. We utilize this notation for these generalized classes of square series functions throughout the article. The following list provides a description of the other primary notations and related conventions employed throughout the article specific to the handling of sequences and the coefficients of formal power series:
◮ Sequences and Generating Functions: The notation f n ≡ {f 0 , f 1 , f 2 , . . .} is used to specify an infinite sequence over the natural numbers, n ∈ N, where we define N = {0, 1, 2, . . .} and Z + = {1, 2, 3, . . .}. The ordinary (OGF) and exponential (EGF) generating functions for a prescribed sequence, f n , are defined by the respective formal power series in the notation of f n z n n! .
Introduction
2.1. Motivation. Many generating functions and special function series of interest in combinatorics and number theory satisfy so-termed unilateral or bilateral "square series" power series expansions of the form
for some q ∈ C, a prescribed sequence, f n , whose ordinary generating function, is analytic on an open disk, z ∈ R 0 (f ), and for some indexing set S ⊆ Z. Bilateral square series expansions in the form of (1) arise in the series expansions of classical identities for infinite products such as in the famous triple product identity
and in the quintuple product identity given by 
for |q| < 1, any z = 0, and where the q-Pochhammer symbols, (a; q) n ≡ (1 − a)(1 − aq) · · · (1 − aq n−1 ) and (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a r ; q) n := r i=1 (a i ; q) n , denote the multiple infinite products on the right-hand-side of (3) [15, §17.8, §20.5] [13, §19].
The Jacobi theta functions, denoted by ϑ i (u, q) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, or by ϑ i (u|τ ) when the nome q ≡ exp (ıπτ ) satisfies Im(τ ) > 0, form another class of square series expansions of special interest in the applications considered within the article. The classical forms of these theta functions satisfy the respective bilateral and corresponding asymmetric, unilateral Fouriertype square series expansions given by [15, §20.2(i)] Additional square series expansions related to these forms are derived from the special cases of the Jacobi theta functions defined by ϑ i (q) ≡ ϑ i (0, q), and by ϑ i (0, q) where the higher-order j th derivatives are taken over any fixed j ∈ Z + . Definition 2.1 (Square Series Generating Functions). For a given infinite sequence, f n = {f 0 , f 1 , f 2 , . . .}, its ordinary generating function (OGF) is defined as the formal power series
f n z n , while its square series expansion, or corresponding square series generating function, is defined by
for some q ∈ C such that |q| ≤ 1 and where the ordinary generating function defined above is analytic on some non-trivial open disk, R 0 (f ). We note that the definition of the unilateral square series generating function defined by (5) corresponds to taking the indexing set of S ≡ N in the first definition of (1) . Most of the examples of bilateral series expansions where S ≡ Z we will encounter as applications in the article are reduced to the sum of two unilateral square series generating functions of the form in (5).
2.2.
Approach. We employ a new alternate generating-function-based approach to the unilateral square series expansions in (5) within this article which lead to new integral transforms that generate these power series expansions. The approach to expanding the forms of the unilateral square series in the article mostly follows from results that are rigorously justified as operations on formal power series. As a result, these transformations provide new approaches to these series and other insights that are not, by necessity, directly related to the underlying analysis or combinatorial interpretations of these special function series. The particular applications of the new results and integral representations proved within the article typically fall into one of the following three primary generalized classes of the starting sequences, f n , in the definition of (5) given above:
◮ Geometric-Series-Based Sequence Functions (Section 4): Variations of the so-termed geometric square series functions over sequences of the form f n ≡ p(n) · c n with c ∈ C and a fixed p(n) ∈ C[n], including the special cases where p(n) := 1, (an + b), (an + b) m for some fixed constants, a, b ∈ C, and m ∈ Z + ; ◮ Exponential-Series-Based Generating Functions (Section 5): The exponential square series functions involving polynomial multiples of the exponential-series-based sequences, f n ≡ r n /n!, for a fixed r ∈ C; and ◮ Fourier-Type Sequences and Generating Functions (Section 6): Fourier-type square series functions which involve the sequences f n ≡ sc(αn + β) · c n with α, β ∈ R, for some c ∈ C, and where the trigonometric function sc ∈ {sin, cos}.
The special expansions of the square series functions defined in Table 1 summarize the generalized forms of the applications cited in Section 2.4 below and in the application sections 4 -6 of the article.
Terminology.
We say that a function with a series expansion of the form in (1) or in (5) has a so-termed square series expansion of the form studied by the article. Within the context of this article, the terms "square series" and "square series integral," or "square series integral representation", refer to the specific constructions derived from the particular generating function transformation results established by this article. The usage of these terms is then applied interchangeably in the context of any number of applications to the many existing well-known classical identities, special theta functions, and other power series expansions of special functions, which are then studied through the new forms of the square series transformations and integral representations proved within the article.
Geometric Square Series Functions
Eq. Function Series Parameters 
Examples and Applications.
We first briefly motivate the utility to the sequencebased generating function approach implicit to the square series expansions suggested by the definition of (5) 
for |q| < 1 and where the series exponents, ω(±k) = (3k 2 ∓ k)/2, in the last equation denote the pentagonal numbers [18, A000326] . The cube powers of this product are expanded by Jacobi's identity as the following series whenever |q| < 
For a sufficiently small real-valued q or strictly complex-valued q such that Im(q) > 0, each with |q| ∈ (0, 1], these products satisfy the next series expansions formed by the special cases of (5) given by [15, §23.17 
when the respective sequence forms from the square series functions in the previous equations are defined to be f 11 (n) := q 5n/2 , f 12 (n) := q 7n/2 , f 2 (n) := (2n + 3) · q 3n/2 , and f 3 (n) := q n/6 · cos ((2n + 1) · π/6). 
where the second infinite expansion of the series for f (a, b) corresponds to the leading powers of ab taken over the triangular numbers,
The general Ramanujan theta function is also expanded by the pair of unilateral geometric square series functions from Table 1 as
These symmetric forms of the unilateral series satisfy the well known property for the function that 
The full two-parameter form of the Ramanujan theta function, f (a, b), defines the expansions for many other special function series. The particular notable forms of these modified theta function series include the one-variable, or single-argument, form of the function, f (q) : 
When q := ± exp (−kπ) for some real-valued k > 0, the forms of the Ramanujan theta functions, ϕ(q) and ψ(q), define the entire classes of special constants studied in [22, cf 
We also see that similar expansions can be given for constant values of the Dedekind eta function, η(τ ), through it's relations to the Jacobi theta functions and to the q-Pochhammer symbol [15, §23.15 (ii), §23.17(i), §27.14(iv)].
Exponential Generating Functions.
The examples cited so far in the introduction have involved special cases of the geometric square series expansions, or the sequences over Fouriertype square series, which are readily expanded through the new integral representation formulas for these geometric-series-based sequence results. Before concluding this subsection, we suggest additional, characteristically distinct applications that are derived from exponentialseries-based sequences and generating functions. The resulting integral representations derived from Theorem 3.3 for these exponential square series types represent a much different stylistic nature for these expansions than for the analogous non-exponential square series generating functions demonstrated so far in the examples above (cf. the characteristic expansions cited in Section 5.1).
In particular, we consider the particular applications of two-variable sequence generating functions over the binomial powers of a fixed series parameter, q ( n 2 ) ≡ q n(n−1)/2 , defined by the series
For m, n ∈ N, let the function ℓ m (n) denote the number of labeled graphs with m edges on n nodes. The sequence is generated as the coefficients of the power series expansion formed by the special case of the two-variable, double generating function in (13) given by [9, §2]
dt.
Other examples of series related to the definition in (13) arise in the combinatorial interpretations and generating functions over sequences with applications to graph theoretic contexts. The results proved in Section 5 provide further applications of the new integral representations for these variants of the exponential square series. 
Other identities connecting sums involving products of terms in q-series are found in a number of series from Ramanujan's "lost" notebook, including many expansions that are adapted easily from the mock theta function series from Watson's article [21, 2] [8, cf. §3 and §4]. Many similar and related identities are also compared in the references [3, 6, 1, 14] . Another example utilizing these square series expansions provides a new integral representation for an asymptotic formula for the n th prime number, p n , or alternately, a new functional equation for the ordinary generating function of the primes. In particular, if we let the constant K be defined by the infinite series
we have the following identities for p n in terms of its ordinary generating function, P (z), defined such that P (0) = 0 whenever |z| < 1/2 [11, Ex. 4.21, p. 516]:
Unilateral Series Expansions of Bilateral Square Series. For fixed parameters a, b, r 0 , r 1 , r 2 ∈ Q and q ∈ C such that |q| < 1, let the function, B a,b (r 2 , r 1 , r 0 ; q), be defined by the next form of the bilateral series in (16) . The first series for this function is then expanded in the form of a second unilateral square series as
An application of Proposition 4.3 requires that the second series term in the previous equation be shifted to obtain the following unilateral series expansion (see Section 4):
Particular special cases of this series include the expansions corresponding to the tuples T ≡ (a, b, r 2 , r 1 , r 0 ) in the series forms of (16) and (17) (16) 
Statement and Constructions of the Main Theorem
The Stirling numbers of the second kind 1 , n k , are related to a specific key transformation result of the OGF, F (z), of an arbitrary sequence stated in the next proposition. In particular, the triangular recurrence relation defining these numbers gives rise to the finite expression in (18) below for the generating function of the modified sequence, n k f n , when k ∈ Z + given only in terms of a sum over the Stirling numbers and the higher-order j th derivatives of the original sequence generating function when these derivatives exist for all j ≤ k. The next result is an important ingredient to the proof of Theorem 3.3 given in this section.
Proposition 3.1 (Generating Function Transformations Involving Stirling Numbers).
For any fixed k ∈ Z + , let the ordinary generating function, F f (z), of an arbitrary sequence, f n , be defined such that its j th -order derivatives, F (j) (z), exist for all j ≤ k. Then for this fixed k ∈ Z + , we have a finite expression for the OGF of the modified sequence, n m f n , given by the following transformation identity:
1 The triangle is also commonly denoted by S(n, k) as in [15, §26.8] . The bracket notation, n k , for these coefficients is consistent with the notation employed by the reference [11, cf. §6].
Proof. The proof follows by induction on k ≥ 0. For the base case of k = 0, the right-handside of (18) evaluates to the original OGF, F (z), as claimed, since 0 0 = 1. The Stirling numbers of the second kind are defined in [11, §6.1] by the triangular recurrence relation in (19) for integers n, k ≥ 0.
Suppose that (18) holds for some k ∈ N. For this fixed k, let F (z) denote the OGF of the sequence f n such that the j th derivatives of the function exist for all j ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , k + 1}. It follows from our assumption that
where k 0 ≡ 0 for all non-negative k = 0. Finally, we equate the left-hand-side of (19) to the inner right-hand-side terms in (20) to obtain that
Thus the sum in (18) expanded in terms of the Stirling number triangle holds for all k ∈ N.
Remark 3.2 (Applications of the Stirling Number Transformations). The series transformations given by the result in (18) effectively generalize the following known identity for the negative-order polylogarithm function corresponding to the special case sequences of f n ≡ c n that holds whenever |cz| < 1 [11, 
The Stirling number identity in the proposition is of particular utility in finding generating functions or other closed-form expressions for the series n g(n)f n z n where the function g(n) is expanded as an infinite power series in the variable n. For example, for any q ∈ C and any natural number n ≥ 0 we may expand the square-power terms, g(n) = q n 2 , as
This particular expansion is key to the proof of Theorem 3.3 immediately below. Other examples where this approach applies include the lacunary sequence case where g(n) = q 2 n for some |q| < 1.
Theorem 3.3 (Square Series Transformations).
Fix q ∈ C and suppose that f n denotes a prescribed sequence whose ordinary generating function, F f (z), is analytic for z on a corresponding non-trivial region of R sq (f, q). Then the unilateral square series functions, F sq (f ; q, z), defined by (5) satisfy the two formulas
for any q ∈ C such that |q| ≤ 1 and z ∈ R sq (f, q) such that the square series expansion has a non-trivial radius of convergence.
Proof. We begin by expanding out the series in (5) in terms of the j th derivatives of the OGF, F f (z), for the sequence, f n , and an infinite series over the Stirling numbers of the second kind as
where the terms 2k j are necessarily zero for all j > 2k. We next proceed to prove an integral transformation for the inner Stirling number series in (24). In particular, we claim that
and then that
To prove these claims, first notice that the next identity follows from the duplication formula for the gamma function as [15, §5.5(iii)]
where an integral representation for the gamma function, Γ(n + 1/2), is given by [15, §5.9(i)]
A well-known exponential generating function for the Stirling numbers of the second kind, 2k j , at any fixed natural number j ≥ 0 is given by [11,
Then we have from (24) and (26) that
It is not difficult to show by the Weierstrass M-test that for bounded Log(q) ∈ C, the sum over the j th powers in the previous equation with respect to j ≥ 0 converges uniformly. This implies that we can interchange the order of summation and integration to obtain the first result stated in (23a). The second equivalent statements of the theorem in (23b) is an immediate consequence of the first result in (23a).
Geometric-Series-Based Sequences
Eq. 
f (z) for j ∈ N, and corresponding series parameters for several special case sequences, fn .
Remark 3.4 (Admissible Forms of Sequence Generating Functions). In practice, the assumption made in phrasing Proposition 3.1 and in the theorem statement requiring that the sequence OGF is analytic on some non-trivial R 0 (f ), i.e., so that F f (z) ∈ C ∞ (R 0 (f )), does not impose any significant or particularly restrictive conditions on the applications that may be derived from these transformations. Rather, provided that suitable choices of the series parameters in the starting OGF series for many variations of the geometric-series-based and exponential-series-based sequence forms lead to convergent generating functions analytic on some open disk, the formulas for all non-negative integer-order OGF derivatives exist, and moreover, are each easily obtained in closed-form as functions over all j ≥ 0. Table 2 lists a few such closed-form formulas for the j th derivatives of such sequence OGFs corresponding to a few particular classes of these square series expansions that arise frequently in our applications. The particular variations of the geometric square series in the forms of the generalized functions defined in Table 1 on page 4 arise naturally in applications including the study of theta functions, modular forms, in infinite products that form the generating functions for partition functions, and in other combinatorial sequences of interest within the article. The new integral representations for the generalized classes of series expansions for the functions defined by Table 1 given in the next sections are derived from Theorem 3.3 and from the formulas for the particular special case sequence OGFs given separately in Table 2 . The next sections provide applications extending the examples already given in Section 2.4.
4.
Applications of the Geometric Square Series 4.1. Initial Results. In this subsection, we state and prove initial results providing integral representations for a few generalized classes of the geometric square series cases where f n := c n which follow from Theorem 3.3. Once we have these generalized propositions at our disposal, we move along to a number of more specific applications of these results in the next subsections which provide new integral representations for the Jacobi theta functions and other closely-related special function series and constants. The last subsection of this section proves corresponding integral representations for the polynomial multiples of the geometric square series where f n := (αn + β) m · c n which have immediate applications to the expansions of higher-order derivatives of the Jacobi theta functions.
Proposition 4.1 (Geometric Square Series). Let q ∈ C be defined such that |q| < 1 and suppose that c, z ∈ C are defined such that |cz| < 1. For these choices of the series parameters, q, c, z, the ordinary geometric square series, G sq (q, c, z), defined by (T.1.1) of Table 1 satisfies an integral representation of the following form:
Proof Sketch. The general method of proof employed within this section is given along the lines of the second phrasing of the transformation results in (23b) of Theorem 3.3. Alternately, we are able to arrive in these results as in the supplementary Mathematica notebook [17] by applying the formula involving the sequence OGFs in (23a) using the results given in Table  2 where the series parameter z is taken over the ranges stated in the rightmost columns of the table. Thus we may use both forms of the transformation result stated in the theorem interchangeably to arrive at proofs of our new results in subsequent sections of the article.
Proof. We prove the particular result for this formula in (29a) as a particular example case of the first similar argument method to be employed in the further results given in this section below. In particular, for |cz| < 1, the main theorem and the OGF for the special case of the geometric-series-based sequence, f n ≡ c n , given in (T.2.1) of the table imply that
The separate integrand functions in the previous equation are combined as
Since the hyperbolic cosine function satisfies [15, §4.28]
the integral formula claimed in the proposition then follows by rewriting the intermediate exponential terms in the combined formula from (i) given above. 
, we note that the slightly modified functions, ϑ d (q, c, z), defined as the "shifted" geometric square series from (T.1.2) in Table 1 satisfy expansions through G sq (q, c, z) of the form
Moreover, for any fixed choice of d ∈ Z + , we may similarly obtain modified forms of the integral representations in Proposition 4.1 as follows:
If we then specify that |cz| < min 1, |q| −2d for any fixed integer d ≥ 0, we may expand integral representations for the shifted series variants of these functions through the formulas given in Proposition 4.1 as
The series for the special case of the shifted series when d := 1 arises in the unilateral series expansions of bilateral square series of the form
Whenever |cz| < min 1, |q| −2 , this shifted square series function satisfies the special case integral formula given by 
where the second term in (30) given in terms of the function, G sq (q, c, z), satisfies the integral representation from Proposition 4.1 given above.
Proof. The result follows by applying the theorem to the sequence OGF formulas in (T.2.1) and (T.2.2), respectively, and then combining the denominators in the second integrand using (29c) as in the first proof of Proposition 4.1. Equivalently, we notice that the integrand in (29a) of the previous proposition may be differentiated termwise with respect to z to form the first term in the new integral representation formulated by (30). In this case, the function Q a,b (q, c, z) defined as the power series in (T.1.3) is related to the function, G sq (q, c, z), by , z) , where the right-hand-side derivative is taken with respect to z, and where G sq (q, c, z) may be differentiated termwise with respect to z. In particular, the first derivative of the function, G sq (q, c, z), is obtained through Proposition 4.1 by differentiation as
Jacobi Theta Functions and Related Special Function Series.
The geometric square series, G sq (q, c, z), is related to the form of many special functions where the parameter z := p(q) is some fixed rational power of q. A number of such expansions of these series correspond to special cases of this generalized function, denoted by G sq (p, m; q, ±c), expanded through its integral representation below where the fixed p and m are considered to assume some values chosen over the positive rationals. These integral representations, of course, do not lead to simple power series expansions in q of the integrand about zero, and cannot be integrated termwise with respect to q in their immediate form following from Proposition 4.1.
Notice that whenever p, m, q, c ∈ C are taken such that |q p | ∈ (0, 1) and |q m c| < 1, an integral representation for the function, G sq (p, m; q, ±c) ≡ Gi sq (q p , c · q m , ±1), defined by the series from (T.1.6) follows from Proposition 4.1 as
The series for the Jacobi theta functions, ϑ i (q) ≡ ϑ i (0, q) when i = 2, 3, 4, and Ramanujan's functions, ϕ(q) and ψ(q), are examples of these special case series that are each cited as particular applications of the result in (31) in the next subsections of the article.
Integral Representations for the Jacobi Theta Functions, ϑ i (q). The variants of the classical Jacobi theta functions, ϑ i (u, q) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, defined by the functions, ϑ i (q) ≡ ϑ i (0, q) where ϑ i (q) = 0 for i = 2, 3, 4 are expanded through the asymmetric, unilateral Fourier series for the classical theta functions given in the introduction. The next proposition gives the precise statements of the new forms of the square series integral representations satisfied by these theta functions.
Proposition 4.4 (Integral Representations for Jacobi Theta Functions).
For any q ∈ C such that |q| ∈ (0, 1/2), the theta function, ϑ 2 (q), has the integral representation
Moreover, for any q ∈ C such that |q| ∈ (0, 1/4), the remaining two theta function cases, ϑ i (q), for i = 3, 4, satisfy respective integral representations given by
Proof. After setting u := 0 in the Fourier series forms for the full series for the Jacobi theta functions, ϑ i (u, q), from the introduction, the series for the theta functions, ϑ i (q), are expanded for a fixed q as follows:
The integrals given on the right-hand-sides of (32) follow by applying (31) to each of these series first with |q| ∈ (0, 1/2), and then with |q| ∈ (0, 1/4) in the last two cases, respectively.
The next integral formulas for the Mellin transform involving the Jacobi theta functions, 
Corollary 4.5 (Mellin Transforms of the Jacobi Theta Functions). Let s ∈ C denote a fixed constant such that Re(s) > 2. Then we have that
Proof. On the stated region where |q| < 1, these two special functions have series expansions in the form of (31) given by
The new integral representations for these functions then follow from Proposition 4.1 applied to the series on the right-hand-side of each of the previous equations.
Corollary 4.7 (Special Values of Ramanujan's ϕ-Function).
For any k ∈ R + , the variant of the Ramanujan ϕ-function, ϕ e −kπ ≡ ϑ 3 e −kπ , has the integral representation
Moreover, the special values of this function corresponding to the particular cases of k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5} in (33) have the respective integral representations
Proof. The first integral in (33) is obtained from Corollary 4.6 applied to the functions ϕ (q) ≡ ϑ 3 (q) at q := e −kπ . The constants on the left-hand-side of the integral equations in (34) correspond to the known values of Ramanujan's function, ϕ e −kπ , over the particular inputs of k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}, in respective order. These explicit formulas for the values of ϕ e −kπ are established by Theorem 5.5 of [22] .
The special cases of the right-hand-side integrals in the corollary are verified numerically to match the constant values cited by each of the equations in (34) in [17] . Still other integral formulas for the values of the function, ϕ e −kπ , are known in terms of formulas involving powers of positive rational inputs to the gamma function, in the form of (33), for example, 
Corollary 4.8 (Explicit Values of Ramanujan's ψ-Function
The explicit values of this function corresponding to the choices of k ∈ {1, 2, 1/2} in (35) have the following respective integral representations:
Proof. The integral representation in (35) is obtained from Corollary 4.6 at the inputs of q := e −kπ . The explicit formulas for constants on the left-hand-side of the integral equations in (36) are the known values of Ramanujan's function, ψ e −kπ , from Theorems 6.8 and 6.9 of the reference [5] corresponding to these particular values of k ∈ Q + .
Integral Formulas for Sequences Involving Powers of Linear Polynomials.
The primary applications motivating the next results proved in this section correspond to the higher-order derivatives of the Jacobi theta functions defined by d (j) ϑ i (u, q)/du (j) | u=u 0 for some prescribed setting of u 0 , including the special cases of the theta functions from the results for these series from Section 4.2 where u 0 = 0. The square series integral representations for polynomial powers, and then more generally for any fixed linear polynomial multiple, of the geometric square series are easily obtained by applying Proposition 3.1 to the forms of G sq (q, c, z) with respect to the underlying series in z.
Initial Results.
Proposition 4.9 (Integrals for Polynomial Powers). Suppose that m ∈ N and q, c, z ∈ C are defined such that |q| ∈ (0, 1) and where |cz| < 1. Then the square series function, ϑ 0,m (q, c, z), defined by the series in (T.1.4) satisfies an integral formula given by
The numerator terms of the integrands in the previous equation denote the polynomials Num k (w, z) ∈ C[z] of degree k + 1 in z defined by the following equation for non-negative integers k ≤ m:
Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.3, the integral representation of the series in the first of the next equations in (i) can be differentiated termwise with respect to z to arrive at the j th derivative formulas given in (38).
We may then apply Proposition 3.1 and the definition of the numerator terms, Num k (w, cz), to the previous equations to obtain the result stated in (37).
Scaled Formulas for the Numerator Functions
Eq. k Scaled Numerator Function ( Proposition 4.9 provides an integral representation of the polynomial multiples for any geometric series sequences of the form f n := p(n) × c n corresponding to any fixed p(n) ∈ C[n]. Notice that for polynomials defined as integral powers of the form p(n) := (αn + β) m for some fixed m ∈ Z + , for example, as in the series for the m th derivatives of the theta functions, ϑ (m) i (q), the repeated terms over the index k ∈ {0, 1, . . . , m} in the inner sums from (37) may be simplified even further to obtain the next simplified formulas in the slightly more general results for these series expansions. Table 3 lists several simplified expansions of the functions, Num k (w, z), defined in the statement of Proposition 4.9. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Proposition 4.9. We employ the same notation and j th derivative expansions from the proof of the first proposition. To simplify notation, for j ≥ 0 let
Since the Stirling numbers of the second kind are expanded by the finite sum formula [15,
by expanding out the polynomial powers of (αn + β) m according to the binomial theorem we arrive at the following expansions of Proposition 3.1:
Higher-Order Derivatives of the Jacobi Theta Functions.
Example 4.11 (Special Case Derivative Series). An integral representation for the special case of the first derivative of the theta function, ϑ ′ 1 (q) ≡ 2q 1/4 · Q 2,1 (q, q, −1), expanded as the series
is a consequence of the related statement in Proposition 4.3 already cited by the results given above. This series arises in expanding the cube powers of the infinite q-Pochhammer symbol, (q) 3 ∞ , cited as an example in Section 2.4. The higher-order series for the third derivative of this theta function provides another example of the new generalization of this first result stated by Proposition 4.10 expanded as in the following equations for |q| ∈ (0, 1/2):
Notice that the subsequent cases of the higher-order, j th derivatives of these theta functions are then formed from the Fourier series expansions of the classical functions, ϑ i (u, q), expanded by the series in (T.1.8) through (T.1.11). More precisely, if j ∈ Z + , the new integral representations for the higher-order j th derivatives of the functions, ϑ
i (0, q), with respect to their first parameter are then obtained from these series through Proposition 4.10 over odd-ordered positive integers j := 2m + 1 when i = 1, and at even-ordered non-negative cases of j := 2m when i = 2, 3, 4 for any m ∈ N. Lemma 4.12 and Corollary 4.13 given below state the exact series formulas and corresponding integral representations for the higher-order derivatives of these particular variants of the Jacobi theta functions.
Lemma 4.12 (Generalized Series for Higher-Order Derivatives). For any non-negative j ∈ Z, the higher-order j th derivatives, ϑ 
for q ∈ C satisfying some |q| ∈ (0, R q (ϑ i )) such that the upper bound, R q (ϑ i ), on the interval is defined as R q (ϑ 12 ) ≡ 1/2 when i := 1, 2, and as R q (ϑ 34 ) ≡ 1/4 when i := 3, 4.
Proof. To prove the results for the special case series expanded by (40), first observe that for any j ∈ N, the higher-order derivatives of the next Fourier series with respect to u satisfy
for some function c 0 (q) that does not depend on u, series parameters α, β ∈ R, and where the derivatives of the trigonometric functions, denoted in shorthand by sc ∈ {sin, cos}, correspond to the known formulas for these functions from calculus. The theta functions, ϑ i (q) and ϑ 
Proof. The formulas in (41) follow immediately as consequences of the integral representations proved in Proposition 4.10 applied to each of the series expansions for the higher-order derivative cases provided by Lemma 4.12.
Applications of Exponential Series Generating Functions

A Comparison of Characteristic
Expansions of the Square Series Integrals.
Example 5.1 (The Number of Edges in Labeled Graphs). The number of edges in a labeled graph on n ≥ 1 nodes, denoted by the sequence e(n) , is given in closed-form by the formula [18, A095351] e(n) = 1 4 n(n − 1)2 n(n−1)/2 .
The ordinary and exponential generating functions of this sequence, defined to be e sq (z) and e sq (z), respectively, correspond to the special cases of the second derivatives with respect to z of the ordinary and exponential generating functions, G sq (q, c, z) and E sq (q, r, z), from Table  1 which are expanded as
The special cases of the OGF formulas cited in (T.2.5) and (T.2.7) of Table 2 then lead to the next integral representations for each of these sequence generating functions given by
The comparison given in Example 5.1 clearly identifies these characteristic, or at least stylistic, differences in the resulting square series integral representations derived from the forms of these separate "ordinary" and "exponential" sequence types. We also see the general similarities in form of the first geometric-series-like integrals to the Fourier series for the Poisson kernel, where we point out the similarities of the second exponential-series-like integrals to generating functions for the non-exponential, Stirling-number-related Bell polynomials, B n (x) [ 
Proof. First, it is easy to see from Theorem 3.3 applied to the first form of the exponential series OGF given in (T.2.6), that
which implies the first result given in (42a). Next, the series for the second function, E sq (q, r, z), over the binomial powers of q ( n 2 ) ≡ q n(n−1)/2 is expanded through first function as
This similarly leads to the form of the second result stated in (42b). 
for some prescribed sequence of terms, f (n) . 
Example 5.3 below cites other particular chromatic generating functions corresponding to special cases of the integral representations for the series involving binomial square powers of q established in Proposition 5.2.
Example 5.3 (Powers of a Special Chromatic Generating Function). Suppose that G n is a finite, simple graph with n vertices and that χ(G n , λ) denotes the chromatic polynomial of G n evaluated at some λ ∈ C [20, §1] . Then for a non-negative integer k, a variant of the EGF, M k (z), for the sequence of M n (k) = Gn χ(G n , k) is expanded in integer powers of a square series integrals as [20, §2] 
The right-hand-side of (43) corresponds to the k th powers of the generating function, E sq (1/2, 1, z), which is expanded for k ∈ Z + through the integral given in Proposition 5.2 as
Notice that since the integrands in (42b) can be integrated termwise in z, the right-hand-side of (44) is also expressed as the multiple integral
5.4.
Another Application: A Generalized Form of the Binomial Theorem.
Proposition 5.4 (A Square Series Analog to the Binomial Theorem). For constants q, r, c, d ∈ C and n ∈ N, a generalized analog to the binomial theorem involving square powers of the parameters q and r has the following double integral representation:
Proof. Let c, q ∈ C and for variable t ∈ R define the function, E
q (c, z), by
It follows from the transformation result in Proposition 5.2 that
Fix the constants c, q, d, r ∈ C and observe that the next double integral results for the coefficients in the discrete convolution of two power series in the form of (47).
The left-hand-side sum in (45) is obtained by multiplying the coefficient definition on the righthand-side the previous equation by a factor of n!. This operation can be applied termwise to the series for E 
Then it is easy to see that
for constants a, b and z such that the right-hand-side of (50) satisfies Re(e a bz) < 1. Next, let the coefficient terms, b
i,j (c, q, d, r), be defined in the form of the next equation.
By combining the results in (49) and (50), it follows that the function
The complete result given in (45) then follows from the last equation by integrating over non-negative s, t ∈ R as
6. Direct Expansions of Fourier-Type Square Series 6.1. Initial Results.
Corollary 6.1 (Integral Representations of Fourier-Type Series). For α, β ∈ R, and c, z ∈ C with |cz| < 1, the generalized Fourier-type square series functions defined by the series in (T.1.7) have the following integral representations:
Proof. We prove the forms of these two integral representations by first expanding the trigonometric function sequences as follows [15, §4.14]:
Then since |e ±ıα | ≡ 1 whenever α ∈ R, whenever |e ±ıα cz| ≡ |cz| < 1, the generating functions for each of these sequences are expanded in terms of the geometric series sequence OGFs in (T.2.1) as
The pair of integral formulas stated as the results in (51a) and (51b) are then obtained as the particular special cases of Proposition 4.1 corresponding to the expansions in the previous equations.
Remark 6.2. Notice that when α, β ∈ R, the forms of the Fourier series OGFs, F sc (α, β; 1, c, z) for each of the functions sc ∈ {cos, sin}, may be expressed in a slightly more abbreviated form by F sc (α, β; 1, c, z) = e ıα sc(β − α) − sc(β) (e 2ıα − 1) · (1 − e −ıα cz) + e ıα (e ıα sc(β) − sc(β − α)) (e 2ıα − 1) · (1 − e ıα cz)
The result in the corollary may then be expanded through this alternate form of the ordinary generating function as F sc (α, β; q, c, z) = ∞ 0 e −t 2 /2 √ 2π b=±1 2b · e ıα e bıα sc(β) − sc(β − α) (e 2ıα − 1) × (51c) × 1 − e bıα cz cosh t 2 Log(q) e 2bıα c 2 z 2 − 2e bıα cz cosh t 2 Log(q) + 1 dt, for any α, β ∈ R and whenever c, z ∈ C are chosen such that |cz| < 1. ϑ 4 (u, q) = 1 − 2qF cos 2u, 2u; q, q 2 , −1
Fourier Series
We do not provide the explicit integral representations for each of these theta function variants in this section since these expansions follow immediately by substitution of the integral formulas from the last subsection above.
7. Conclusions 7.1. Summary. We have proved the forms of several new integral representations for geometricseries-type square series transformations, exponential-series-type square series transformations, and Fourier-type square series transformations. Specific applications of the new results in the article include special case integrals for special infinite products, theta functions, and many examples of new single and double integral representations for other special constant values and identities. The particular forms of the explicit special case applications cited within the article are easily extended to enumerate many other series identities and special functions that arise in practice.
One key aspect we have not discussed within the article is the relations of the geometric and Fourier-type transformation integrals to other Fourier series expansions. We remarked in Section 5 about the similarity of the geometric square series characteristic expansions to the Poisson kernel [15, §1.15(iii)]. Two other Fourier series expansions related to these integral forms are given by k≥0 sin(kx) r k = r sin(x) r 2 − 2r cos(x) + 1 k≥1 cos(kx) r k = r cos(x) − 1 r 2 − 2r cos(x) + 1 .
One possible topic of future work on these transformations is to consider the relations of the square series generating function transformations to known Fourier series expansions, identities, and transforms -even when the integral depends on a formal power series parameter z which is independent of the squared series parameter q. Notice that even though both of the series defined in (54) and (55) converge for all z(q) ∈ C whenever |q| < 1, the square series integrals derived in Section 4 cannot be applied directly to expand the forms of these bilateral series. This results from the constructions of the geometric-series-based transformations which are derived from the OGF, F (z) ≡ (1 − z) −1 , which only converges when |z| < 1, and not in the symmetric series case where |1/z| > 1.
